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Abstract. We recently developed the National Dementia Biobank in México (BioBanco Nacional de Demencias, BND) as
a unit for diagnosis, research, and tissue transfer for researcher purposes. BND is associated with the Facultad de Estudios
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other organs of deceased donors is crucial for understanding the underlying mechanisms of neurodegenerative diseases and
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for the development of successful treatment. Our laboratory research focuses on 1) analysis of the molecular processing of
the proteins involved in neurodegenerative diseases named tauopathies and 2) the search for biomarkers for the non-invasive
early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease.
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INTRODUCTION29

In recent years, Mexico has experienced a reduc-30

tion in infant natality and an increase in life31

expectancy as a consequence of the different social,32

technological, scientific, and health policies. Soci-33

ety must now be ready to make important changes34

due to the growing population of older adults and35

the chronic degenerative diseases related to aging.36

Currently in Mexico there are more than 13 mil-37

lion adults over 60 years of age [1]. Longevity is a38

significant risk factor for quality of life and auton-39

omy of individuals. Population over 65 years has40

a greater incidence of neurodegenerative diseases,41

such as dementia [2]. Dementia is a progressive and42

irreversible neurological disorder characterized by43

cognitive and behavioral impairment that interferes44

with the social and occupational functioning of peo-45

ple who suffer from it [2, 3]. There are approximately46

860,000 adult Mexicans over 60 years of age affected47

by some type of dementia, and it is estimated that by48

2050, this population will increase to more than 3.549

million people [1, 4]. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is50

responsible for 50 to 75% of dementia cases [5]. It51

is characterized by progressive and irreversible alter-52

ations that include loss of memory and impairment of53

cognitive functions, language, judgment, and behav-54

ior [6]. AD can occur in two forms: a hereditary or55

familial form (45 years old, approximately 5% of56

cases) and a sporadic or late onset form (from 65 years57

of age). The familial form is autosomal dominant,58

associated with genetic mutations in chromosomes59

21, 14, and 1; encoding the amyloid precursor pro-60

tein (APP), presenilin 1 (PS1), and presenilin 2 (PS2),61

respectively [7]. On the other hand, the sporadic type62

has been related to various risk factors, including type63

2 diabetes, hypertension, sedentary lifestyle, obesity,64

and head trauma, as well as exposure to metals [8].65

Clinically, AD can be diagnosed with up to 90%66

certainty [9, 10] through various cognitive tests and67

imaging studies that allow to rule out a large part of68

the pathologies that share dementia as a characteris-69

tic [9, 11–13]. However, the definitive diagnosis can70

only be made on the basis of postmortem study of the71

brains of those who have suffered from the disease72

Fig. 1. Coronal sections of an Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and con-
trol brain. A) A reduction in brain size, an increase in the ventricles
(V), and the grooves of the convolutions in the AD brain is observed
with respect to the B) healthy brain.

[14–17]. Macroscopically, a brain affected by AD 73

presents symmetric atrophy with all lobes affected, 74

increased depth of the grooves (Fig. 1, arrow), dilated 75

ventricles (Fig. 1A, V), decreased weight and cerebral 76

volume (Fig. 1A) [18]. At the microscopic level, AD 77

is characterized by the presence of two types of fib- 78

rillar lesions, called neuritic plaques (Fig. 2A, large 79

arrow; 2B, A�) and neurofibrillary tangles (Fig. 2A, 80

short arrows; 2C, arrows). The neuritic plaques con- 81

sist of extracellular deposits of the amyloid-� peptide 82

(Fig. 2B, A�) [16, 17, 19–22], associated with a large 83

number of dystrophic neurites (Fig. 2A, B, arrows). 84

Intracellular and extracellular neurofibrillary tangles 85

(Fig. 2C, arrows) are composed of paired helical 86

filaments, whose major constituent is tau protein 87

[22–25]. So far, the origin of this disease is unknown 88

and unfortunately the currently approved pharmaco- 89

logical drugs are limited to the treatment of symptoms 90

in the early and moderate stages of this disorder [26]. 91

In recent years, different cell and animal models have 92

been developed [27–31]. However, since this neu- 93

rodegenerative disorder is unique to humans, it is 94

important to study this disease in human biomaterial. 95

NATIONAL DEMENTIA BIOBANK 96

The National Dementia BioBank (BioBanco 97

Nacional de Demencias, BND) is a diagnostic and 98

research unit, where brain, other organs, and fluid 99

(blood, saliva, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)) are col- 100
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Fig. 2. Neuropathology of a case with Alzheimer’s disease. Double immunostaining with two antibodies directed against the phosphorylated
tau protein (green and blue channel), counter-stained with the red thiazine dye. A) Temporal cortex of a late case of Alzheimer’s disease at
low magnification. Neuritic plaques are seen in the red channel (long arrows) and neurofibrillary tangles (short arrows). B) Neuritic plaque
where the amyloid (A�) fibrillar deposit is recognized by the red thiazine dye. Associated with this deposit, a large number of dystrophic
neurites (arrows) are observed in turquoise green color, where colocalize the two markers against the tau protein. At the periphery, blue
dystrophic neurites are observed. C) Extracellular neurofibrillary tangles (arrows) stained against the phosphorylated tau protein (green
channel) that shows dystrophic neurites and the truncated tau protein with the antibody that recognizes the truncation in Glutamic 391 (blue
channel), that colocalizes with the red thiazine dye (red channel). The lipofuscin granules are autofluorescent in the red channel (*). The
images were obtained with the Leica SP8 confocal microscope.

lected and stored for an indefinite period of time in101

optimal conservation conditions [32].102

BND has the trademark registration in Mexican103

Institute of Industrial Propriety (IMPI) with number104

certificated title registration IMPI 2027216, 2085417.105

The logo that identifies the BND (Fig. 3) shows106

a human brain icon frame corresponding to a lat-107

eral view, in a purple color emblematic of AD.108

Currently the BND is located within the facilities109

of the Facultad de Estudios Superiores Cuautitlán,110

Campus 1, UNAM. The developer and director of111

BND is Dr. José Luna-Muñoz. The national col-112

laborators are Sandra Martı́nez and Erik Ballesteros113

from UNAM. The national scientific advisors are Dr.114

Oralia Barbosa and BárbaraSaénz Ibarrafrom Hospi-115

tal Universitario, Dr. José E. González de la UANL,116

Nuevo León, México. The international scientific117

advisorsare Dr. Mar Pacheco-Herrero from Pontificia118

Universidad Catolica Madre y Maestra, Dominican119

Republic and Dr. George Perry from the Department120

of Biology, University of Texas at San Antonio, San121

Antonio, TX, USA.122

Our vision is that the BND become a facility for123

the conservation and storage of tissue and fluids.124

Each donation will be accompanied by a confirma-125

tory diagnostic molecular test for neurodegenerative126

diseases and the corresponding medical record. The127

confirmatory test will be carried out in the BND128

center through immunohistopathological character-129

ization. Remarkably, the donated biological material130

will serve to carry out research studies that elucidate131

Fig. 3. Logo representing the National Biobank of dementias
(BND): a unit focused on the diagnosis and research of neurode-
generative diseases. In the logo we wanted to represent a brain in
profile and also the hippocampus cut. The purple color is repre-
sentative of Alzheimer’s disease.

the underlying changes that lead to neurodegenera- 132

tive disease [33–37]. This tissue is made available for 133

research projects of other national and international 134

researchers [38, 39]. 135

Specifically, BND focuses on the molecular pro- 136

cessing of tau and associated protein in order to find 137

a specific early diagnosis method for AD. 138

The BND develops very specific activities for brain 139

donation for research [40], including: 140
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1. Neural tissue, organs, and fluids donation pro-141

grams.142

2. Establishment of a multidisciplinary collabo-143

ration network with basic science and clinical144

researchers.145

3. Access to the autopsy service.146

4. Obtaining and maintaining of human tissue for147

research.148

5. Molecular analysis and diagnosis through149

immuno staining techniques of proteins150

involved in neurodegenerative diseases by151

highly specialized staff.152

6. Postmortem confirmatory histopathological153

diagnosis of prion-encephalopathy (unique in154

the country).155

7. Support for students from other institutions156

to carry out their undergraduate or graduate157

research.158

ORGAN DONATION PROTOCOL159

Informed consent for tissue donation160

BND collects fluids, brains, and other organs from161

deceased patients with or without diagnosed neu-162

rodegenerative disease. The donation may come from163

local hospitals (Mexico City) or from other cities, in164

cooperation with BND. The donation is voluntary,165

and donated tissue is used exclusively for research.166

Every donation is accompanied by clinical informa-167

tion, clinical diagnoses, and three copies of informed168

consent letter (according to health laws of every coun-169

try). Consent for donation can be given by the patient170

or by the nearest relatives, if the patient does not have171

the capacity to consent. On this late case, when the172

patient’s family reached a consensus, they contact the173

director or coordinator of the BND by e-mail or tele-174

phone. The protocol and procedure, emphasizing the175

care of the donor’s body, is explained in detail. Usu-176

ally, the letter or informed consent should contain177

the signature of two witnesses. Once the patient dies,178

the relatives must get the death certificate and inform179

the BND. BND is in charge of contacting the funeral180

home to carry out the transfer of the body to the hos-181

pital, where the protocol will be developed for about182

1–1.5 hours. Finally, the body will be taken to the183

place indicated by the relatives to carry out the funeral184

[40].185

Identity of the donors and their relatives is anony-186

mous. For it, samples are encoded. Codes are187

restricted to the local staff from BND [33, 37, 41].188

Donor relatives’ benefits 189

With donation, the relatives of the donors receive 190

confirmation of the diagnosis of neurodegenerative 191

disease [33]. In the long term, it may contribute to the 192

generation of knowledge and a better understanding 193

of neurodegenerative diseases. This will eventually 194

have an impact on the improvement of treatments, 195

diagnosis, and quality of life for patients in the early 196

stages of cognitive impairment. Therefore, donation 197

of human biomaterial constitutes a key element in the 198

study and analysis of the pathological processing of 199

neurodegenerative diseases such as AD [38]. 200

Prevention of biological risks in the management 201

of human biomaterial 202

Human biomaterial poses potential biological risk, 203

such as the transmission of pathogenic viruses or 204

transmissible prions, hence is handled by highly 205

qualified personnel in a restricted environment. The 206

clinical characteristics that define each of the tissues 207

will be made available to the requesting researchers. 208

Any remaining unused tissue must be sterilized prior 209

to its incineration. It is vitally important to take into 210

account cases involving acute and short-term demen- 211

tia, since this may be an indicator associated with 212

prion encephalopathy [42]. The BND relies on strict 213

protocols to handle human tissue and fluids, in order 214

to protect and prevent contamination by virus and pri- 215

ons. Researchers involved in studies using nervous 216

tissue must respect ethical guidelines and maintain 217

confidentiality of donors. 218

Brain tissue removal procedure 219

The brain and organs must be taken within 12 hours 220

of death to reduce as far as possible the postmortem 221

degradation of proteins, which are investigated in 222

molecular, immunohistopathological, and biochem- 223

ical studies. Fluids (mainly saliva and blood) will 224

be collected by specialized personnel. The CSF will 225

be obtained when possible. Brain removal is per- 226

formed opening the cranial cavity, cutting under the 227

occipital hole, and taking the upper part of the cer- 228

vical cord. Special care must be taken to section 229

the optical nerves and cranial nerves anteriorly so 230

that part of them remains in the brain. Bulb and 231

olfactory nerves must be obtained intact. The pitu- 232

itaries must be obtained separately from another 233

region. The brainstem and cerebellum are separated 234

from cerebral hemispheres with a high cut above 235
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Fig. 4. Brain with Alzheimer’s disease. A) Fresh left hemisphere, which is cut into coronal sections to a thickness of approximately 1
centimeter and frozen at –80◦C. B) Formalin fixed right hemisphere, which is sectioned as shown in image (C).

superior quadrigeminal tubercles. The cerebellum236

is separated from brainstem sectioning the cerebral237

peduncles. The cerebral hemispheres are separated238

with a mid-sagittal cut by the vermis and, finally,239

the cerebral hemispheres are separated by cutting240

exactly along the midline of corpus callosum. Gener-241

ally, the left cerebral hemisphere is fixed in formalin242

10% at 4◦C, for a minimum of 15 days. The fixer is243

changed every 3 months (Fig. 4B, C). Prior to use244

for immunohistochemical characterization, a post-245

fixation in paraformaldehyde of the fragment to be246

analyzed is performed. The right cerebral hemisphere247

is kept frozen. Freezing of samples should be done248

immediately after removal of the brain and separation249

as previously described. Storage is done immedi-250

ately and continuously at –80◦C (Fig. 4A). However,251

protocols must be adapted to the particular condi-252

tion of neurological disease. For example, it is not253

a good option to freeze a coronal section of one254

hemisphere for biochemical studies and fix the other255

hemisphere in formalin when it is a unilateral cerebral256

infarction.257

The CSF can be carried out from the middle ventri-258

cle by puncture from the basal aspect of the brain and259

inserting a plastic pipette, slightly sailing the chiasm 260

to allow its passage without damaging it. CSF pH 261

measurement should be done. External macroscopic 262

observation, photo taking, and weight measurement 263

should be achieved. Extraction of sensory organs is 264

only carried out in the case of express authorization. 265

ORGAN DONOR AWARENESS 266

ACTIVITIES 267

The director of the BND, as well as ungraduated 268

and postgraduate students (Fig. 5), actively partic- 269

ipated in the annual Mexican Alzheimer Congress 270

coordinated by Mexican Alzheimer Federation 271

(FEDMA; Fig. 5A), annual Alzheimer’s Associ- 272

ation International Conference (AAIC; Fig. 5B), 273

Association Neuropsiquiatric Argentina Congress, 274

Alzheimer’s IberoAmerica Congress, among oth- 275

ers, disclosing the results and advances obtained 276

at BND. On the other hand, BND, in collabora- 277

tion with Alzheimer México I.A.P association, held 278

a massive event in Mexico City, on Alzheimer’s 279

Day (21 September), to give information to the 280
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Fig. 5. Activities carried out by the National Dementia Biobank to raise awareness of donation of fluids, brain, and other organs. A)
Promotional activity of the Alzheimer Association Mexico IAP. In it, a massive event is held for the population with the aim of giving
information and carrying out activities. A BND student holds tissue in an acrylic box. B) Activity carried out on World Alzheimer’s Day.
Attendees are gifted in commemorative day shirts and donned to form a big brain. Image taken with a drone. C–G) BND students give
detailed information about organ donation and research activities within BND. E) A person observes the lesions characteristic of Alzheimer’s
disease with a microscope showing a peroxidase stain against the tau protein. H) The results obtained from the BND’s investigations are
presented by students at international conferences such as the AAIC. I) The dissemination of research and donation of fluids, brain, and
other organs are also carried out in forums of National congresses for people with relatives with Alzheimer’s disease. Events carried out by
the Mexican Alzheimer Federation (FEDMA).

population about the attention and care of patients281

with dementia (Fig. 5D, E), and to explain the impor-282

tance of organ donation (Fig. 5C, F–I). In this activity,283

participants could observe immunohistochemical284

staining for specific markers in neurodegenerative285

diseases (Fig. 5H). Formalin-fixed tissues contained286

in glass containers were shown with the aim of287

analyzing the macroscopic alterations in different288

neurodegenerative diseases (Fig. 4F, G, I). On the289

other hand, an itinerant museum called “Brain and290

neurodegenerative diseases” was developed. It con-291

sisted of information on AD, Parkinson’s disease,292

Huntington’s disease, and prions; photomicrographs293

of histopathological lesions of AD and other demen-294

tias; brain tissue preserved by plastination; and tv295

screens with information from clinical experts and 296

researchers from different institutions in Mexico. 297

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE 298

DIRECTIONS 299

The first Brain Bank in Mexico and Latin America 300

was founded in 1994 by Dr. José Raúl Mena López, 301

with the aim of promoting research on the patholog- 302

ical processing of proteins involved in AD [43]. Dr. 303

Raúl Mena, surgeon and PhD in cell biology and 304

a native of the state of Yucatan, devoted much of 305

his life to describing the sequence of aggregation of 306

the tau protein and the A� peptide in the formation 307

of neurofibrillary tangles and dystrophic neurites, 308
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respectively, using the thiazine red dye [23, 44–46].309

Mena and Luna-Muñoz (director of the BND) pro-310

posed that the thiazine, a red fluorescent dye with311

an affinity for the beta-folded conformation in aggre-312

gated proteins, could serve as a method for the rapid313

and accurate detection of the pathogenic lesions [45].314

This allowed the differentiation of each one of the315

stages in the processing of tau [47, 48], which starts316

with the diffuse intracellular granular deposit (pre-317

neurofibrillary tangle) and ends with the formation of318

an extracellular tangle [44, 49]. This method is still319

used to show the characteristic fibrillar aggregates320

of AD [23]. In an extensive neuropathological study,321

the combination of different fluorescent markers for322

this disease allowed Raul to see multicolored struc-323

tures (corresponding to neuropathological lesions). In324

a poetic way and for a better divulgation, Raul called325

it the “rainbow of dementia” [43].326

Currently, BND continues with the original327

approach of understanding the pathological molec-328

ular mechanisms of tau protein in neurodegenerative329

diseases [31, 49]. The pathological processing of330

the tau protein tauopathies is being focused on the331

search for a specific biomarker for AD [9, 50–53].332

The phosphorylation of the tau protein in AD has333

been suggested as a possible protection mechanism334

that allows neuron to function longer, in the presence335

of a 92–95 amino acid fragment that terminates with336

Glutamic (Glu)-391. This fragment called the paired337

helical filament “core” [54–56] is highly toxic [49].338

We have also carried out a deeper understanding the339

role of the tau protein in physiological conditions.340

Physiologically, tau protein has specific phosphory-341

lation sites to carry out its various essential functions.342

However, it has not been possible to fully under-343

stand the new physiological roles of the tau protein344

[49, 57]. Finally, the presence of tau protein in non-345

neural tissue was demonstrated over 20 years ago346

[58]. Therefore, the distribution and function of the347

tau protein in this type of tissue has been analyzed348

in heart, liver, intestine, lung, and pancreas. We have349

found that this molecule is phosphorylated at differ-350

ent sites depending on the tissue being analyzed; and351

above all, these post-translational events can arise at352

both pathological and non-pathological sites. Simul-353

taneously, in recent investigations we have identified354

the two characteristic lesions of AD in other brain355

structures, such as the cingulum, optic chiasma, and356

olfactory bulb; which would impact the emotional357

state, vision, and smell in affected persons.358

Awareness of fluids, brain, and other organs dona-359

tion has been treated favorably in the Mexican360

population with the development of the itinerant 361

museum “The brain and neurodegenerative diseases” 362

in collaboration with Lic. Ricardo Cerón Plata, 363

Héctor de la Peña and Efren Dı́az Millan of Centro de 364

Investigación y Estudios Avanzados (CINVESTAV). 365

This itinerant museum has been exhibiting for 4 years 366

both in Mexico City and in several states of the Mex- 367

ican Republic. Socio-academic-scientific activities 368

have brought recognition of the BND both nationally 369

and internationally. Such is the case that Universi- 370

dad Nacional Pedro Henrı́quez Ureña (UNPHU), in 371

Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, have created 372

and developed the National Brain Bank with advice 373

and guidelines from Dr. José Luna Muñoz, under the 374

direction of Dr. Daisy Acosta and Dr. José Guillen 375

Sarita. 376

FUTURE CHALLENGES 377

Due to the stigmatization of brain tissue dona- 378

tion for research, obtaining tissue has represented 379

a great difficulty in the past. However, this obsta- 380

cle is gradually changing thanks to the engagement 381

of researchers with the society and multidisciplinary 382

collaboration [59] between groups of clinical spe- 383

cialists and scientists passionate about dementia and 384

other neurodegenerative diseases [60–62]. Therefore, 385

today this BND has started the collection of fluids, 386

brain, and other organs of patients with AD and other 387

dementias, as well as those with no neurological con- 388

ditions [34, 36, 37]. 389

Collaboration and agreements in progress with 390

FEDMA and different states of the Mexican republic 391

have allowed a greater awareness of the population, 392

especially in the families of patients suffering from 393

the disease. However, there are still many people 394

who have difficulty with the concept of “donation 395

for research”. It is through dissemination of informa- 396

tion through various Alzheimer’s associations where 397

we hope that the concept will gradually become 398

accepted. When we talk about these donations, it is 399

necessary to emphasize that not only “sick” brains are 400

required; since, “we can all be donors of brain tissue 401

for research, whether we suffer from any neurological 402

or psychiatric disease, or if we are perfectly healthy 403

donors” [63]. Healthy neural tissue is as important 404

as its counterpart, since it serves as a control to bet- 405

ter understand the differences between normal and 406

pathological molecular processing in these tissues 407

[64]. This is the basis of the motto of the BND. We 408

consider that “science offers a new life to the brain: 409
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to be a key piece in one of the puzzles of current410

medicine, the origin and development of dementias411

and other diseases of the nervous system”. In the412

BND, the collection, classification, preservation, and413

distribution of samples for research adheres to the414

ethical and legal stipulations of the country [65].415

BND and Latin-American network of neurobanks416

The emergent international collaboration among417

brain banks fosters networking (México, Dominican418

Republic, Colombia, Argentina, Brazil) interactions419

among researchers, standardization of criteria and420

protocols, and access to diverse tissue samples for421

robust research. This ultimately strengthens the field422

and fosters knowledge generation and exchange as423

well as builds skills and expertise.424

CONCLUSIONS425

BND is a first repository of fluids, brain, and other426

organs in Mexico. It focuses on the study of the human427

brain through biochemical and molecular biology428

techniques to deepen the knowledge about neurode-429

generative disorders. From a legal and ethical point of430

view, BND is a non-profit company, in which human431

fluids, brain tissue, and other organs are donated432

voluntarily and are not marketed. Unique potential433

discoveries and research advances will benefit the434

Mexican population and the international commu-435

nity.436
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